By means of the license agreement on the assignment of the right of use of trademarks
enterprise _ _ _ ______________________________ offers legal entities and individuals to use as
Licensees trademarks GRABOVOI® and GRIGORI GRABOVOI®. The aim of use of the signs is
the eternal development of each concrete man and humanity as a whole; therefore the technologies,
which will be distributed under class 9, are ideologically oriented to realization of the eternal
development.
With the assignment of the right of use of trademarks the Licensee is provided with training
course on the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi that enables the Licensee to conduct his activity on the
basis of technologies of the eternal development. Individual technologies for the Licensee can be
created after signing of amendments to the license agreements.
The rights of the use of trademarks on the following goods and the services are granted:
Devices for recording, transfer or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers,
disks of audio recording; vending machines and mechanisms for devices with advanced payment;
cash registers, calculators, processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing equipment; the
programs of data processing; recorded and disregarded carriers of data of all forms, in particular,
CDs, MD, DVD- disks, video cassette and audio cassette.
- Recorders
In this class from the point of view of sale of these devices the component of reliability of the
devices will be increased in accordance with the fact that in line with the Teachings of Grigori
Grabovoi the technologies of the eternal development realize those material systems of the object of
constructions, which possess additional properties of reliability as the minimum, and generally
speaking are directed toward the eternal development, they accordingly have a number of additional
properties the same as during recording. This is recording into the specialized archives of
information, which contain not just the data base, but also contain specific recommendations directed
to the eternal development on the basis of concrete events of the record.
- Transfer or reproduction of sound or images.
With the transfer of sound and image it is possible to use patent “The system of transfer of
information” No 2163419 of 06.07.2000. With the use of this sign it is possible to develop create
devices, which make transfer of information obligatory that will be realized in all cases and
transferred with the required accuracy and direct towards the eternal development.
- Reproduction of sound or images.
In term of reproduction of sound and image the idea refers to the sound reproduction, which
possesses characteristics of directing towards the eternal development, in other words, strictly
speaking, the structures which do not interfere with the sound but anyway direct to the eternal
development will be added. The same refers to image. Mechanisms of development of forms, which
generate elements of the eternal development in interaction with the perception of man, will be
introduced into the image.
- Magnetic data carriers, sound recording disks. Besides the usual magnetic carriers of
data and sound recording disks there will be the carriers, which contain additional points of archive
backup, which are not destroyed with the destruction of the magnetic carrier. The same relates to he
sound recording disks.

- Vending machines and mechanisms for devices with advanced payment.
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For these elements, such as vending machines and mechanisms for devices with advanced
payment, the principles of voluntary dealing through these automatic machines and mechanisms of
payment of voluntary deduction to the structure of the eternal development will be realized, this
means that data of the funds, which deal exactly with the eternal development will be input; therefore
these devices and vending machines will differ. Due to this, reliability of this equipment will
increase, and their connection with the general system of transfer of funds towards the eternal
development increases. This will be completely voluntarily; a man can use and can refuse. Vending
machines and devices of leading companies will be used. In this case if vending machines sell
foodstuff additional systems of control of quality will be introduced. The same way additional system
of control related to the reliability of those goods, which will be sold through the vending machines,
will be introduced.
- Cash registers, calculators, processing equipment and computers.
In this case the cash register will be provided with the systems of blocking of the register with
special remote methods, in case of availability of cash in the cash register. And at the owner’s request
additional functions of output to the information network systems, which will facilitate bookkeeping
and other accountability reporting, will be introduced. The same refers to calculators in relation to
received cash. If it is necessary to read some systems, for example, to calculate scientific ones, to use
programs for calculations. Then in this case the sources of the most active systems of calculation with
the minimum time and with the use of the highest speed equipment will be used.
The same way as speed is of comparably high value in the systems of the eternal
development, exactly the same is the logic and practice of introduction of other purposeful systems of
the eternal development. Processing equipment and computers will comprise the system of the
eternal development that will have statistics on collection of data referring to the elements of the
eternal development; the system will issue recommendations on the basis of processed data only on
the person’s request, and the computers will comprise systems, which are actually built-in programs
being related to specific technologies and systems of the eternal development available from the
materials on the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi.
- Fire extinguishing equipment.
It will be based on the most contemporary technologies of fires prevention.
- The programs of data processing.
These will be the contemporary programs, which will consider possible interrelations between
different system developments and different systems, such as, for example, Macintosh, Windows,
etc. In other words, these are programs, which are capable of processing any data irrespective of their
origin, and in such a way that the data will provide the structure specifically expressed in numbers, in
specific technologies on the eternal development. These subprograms will be included as standard
ones and might be provided on request. Thus, exactly the ideas of general education course will be
distributed, from which man can obtain the knowledge of the eternal development actually also at the
level of those service programs, which are used as entertaining. In this case they will be released
under the sign of GRABOVOI® and GRIGORI GRABOVOI® and sold the same way as presented
already in the same catalog and, quite possible for entertainment, for any other needs of the user,
however they will be marked out exactly in that part that will describe that they are directed to realize
exactly the eternal development as a result of their use. In this case it will be mentioned that these
products goods, actually realize the eternal development, but do not plan to realize; in other words
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each action is exactly the process of realization. Everything is real. Just as goods and services, which
are described by concrete signs, are real.
- The recorded and unaccounted carriers of data of all forms, in particular, CDs, MD,
DVD- disks, video cassettes and audiocassettes.
This refers to the sale of various data carriers including CDs, MD, DVD- disks, video
cassettes and audiocassettes, which will also have embedded properties of additional reliability, that
mean exactly introductions of technologies of the eternal development, where with the eternal
development things must have, as a matter of fact, multilevel status of backup reliability. Well, as if
they are eternal; in other words, a man can forego the thing only if he wishes to, but not because it,
for example, was broken. Such trend should be included in the ideology, that is to say, the thing,
which could not be broken, could not be worn out. And in this connection these properties will be
introduced into the data carrier, these are additional systems of rigidity, even through it requires cost
increase, they will be sold.
It is important here that there will be subdirectories of catalog 9. Subdirectory, which is called
recorded and unaccounted carriers of data of all forms, in particular CDs, MD, DVD- disks, video
cassette and audiocassettes. Here a minimum educational course will be also sold; an average one
will also be presented, and in case the future capacities of these physical carriers make it possible,
extended educational course on technologies of the eternal development as well. Furthermore these
systems will have built-in microprocessor levels working from the external energy level, but not due
to the storage batteries; these systems can also enter network constructions provided the user
permitted.
Licensee with the use of class of 9 trademarks can obtain also rights to the use of methods,
devices and systems described in the patents for inventions “The Method for Prevention of
Catastrophes and the Device for its Realization” and “The System of Transfer of Information”.
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